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Even on Seventh Street

Campus Awaits
Humphrey Rally
Finishing touches have been Brown to San Jose State MtaidaY
matte on a rally that will welcome at 9 a.m.
Sen. Hubert Humphrey, Sen. Pierre
The rally will take place on
Salinver and Governor Edmund G. Seventh Street between San Fernando and San Carlos Streets.
Governor Brown will introduce
both senators.
Sen. Humphrey has campaigned
for three days in California mitt Is
expected to stnii in Sari Praiteisco
Sunday.
Ills inmitn-ade ,AH travel from
San Francis,. int (lie Baystiore
Freeway and turn off tat First
Street in San Jose. From there it
will move to W. San Carlos where
It will turn and lit’ teed to Seventh
"If you don’t cheat, you’re Street,
SJS Democratic Club president.
breaking a gentleman’s agreement," asserted Dr. Thomas Tutko, Les Freund, has urged interested
SJS assistant professor of psy- students to help set up the rally
chology, before an audience of Interested studen Is have been
about 200 persons last night in asked to telephone Freund at
Newman Hall. Dr. Tutko spoke 286-3632 or 286-5994.
Senator Salinger is campaigning
as a guest of Hillei under the
title "It’s a Sick, Sick, Sick, Sick to retain the senate seat to which
he was appointed by Governor
Society - Part II."
Brown after the death of Clair
"How many people really go 30 Engle. He is the former press secIn a 30-mile zone?" Dr. Tutko retary of John F. Kennedy and
quizzed his listeners as if to prove Lyndon B. Johnson. He resigned
his statement. Many people who In March to run fin. the California
knowingly break rules, have no senate post.
intention of being responsible for
Governor. Brown, serving his seethe consequences itf their actions, ond term. has defeated Republicans
he charged.
Willitun F. Knowland and !Reliant
The fact that "everybody else is M. Nixon to win the gubernatorial
doing it" is used as justification office.
for cheating and dishonesty, Dr.
After the SJS rally the three
Tutko said.
will travel to Berkeley where they
Dr. Tutko further lashed into will speak at the University of
people he called "money hungry." California zit 12 noon.
He predicted, "As long as we’re
going to worship the Almighty
Buck, we’re going to be in this
state."
To cure society of this "sickness," prescribed Dr. Tutko, people must develop "a kind of honThe SJS recreation department
esty, a real genuine concern for will present the first of a weekly
other people, and attempt to have series of "Weekend Co-Rec" proa positive feeling toward other grams Saturday from 12:30 to
people."
4:30 p.m., in the men’s and wom"The single most important en’s gyms.
thing in our lives seems to be that
Featured events will include
insatiable desire for money!" Dr. swimming from 1-4 p.m., diving
Tutko exclaimed. He said this was instruction from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.,
a fact in contradiction to what and trampoline from 1:30-3:30
people say their desires are.
p.m. Badminton, ping pong, and
"We like to think we’re inde- volleyball will also be featured
pendent people, the fact of the during the day.
matter is we’re very conforming;
Admission is free to ASH card
we’re afraid to be ourselves," he holders.
charged. "Some of you have an
independent thought and you like
to keep it to yourselves. You don’t
want anyone else to know about

11.5%
DELLA-Vi vi, I .11 tilt
The A,
COUncil
referred to the Committee on Student Affairs a protest against the
Tower List
from Owen M.
Broyles, head of the Economics
mat Geography department at SJS.
IS)

Prof. Tutko
Raps ’Sick
Society’

Weekend Co-Rec
Begins Tomorrow

Philosophy Club
Holds Social Hour

"We say we’re here tat SJS) for
and education," but we’re really
here for the diploma, Dr. Tutko
asserted,
"I do feel we’re headed for a
sicker society," Dr. Tutko said.

Club will hold a coffee hour today at ’2:45 in cafeteria A-B for philosophy majors
and graduates.
Future programs will be discussed and new officers elected.

World Wire
’TIME:MIER’
NAVY HAS PHOTOs
WASHINGTON (UPI) The Navy announced yestenlay it has
obtained photographs of the hull of the nuclear-powered subnutrine
Thresher, which went down in the Atlantic with 129 men aboard on
April 10, 1963,
The submarine was lost in the North Atlantic. An exhaustive
search last year failed to locate the wreckage.
The Navy said it now had photographs showing the tail section,
the stern planes, the topside miller and the superstructure or trio
sub, One section carries the shattered Thresher’s number "593."

BOARD SEEKS RAN ON BURNING
SAN FRANCISCO (UPIIThe Bay Area Air Pollution Control
Board’s Advisory Council recommended control of organic emissions
into the atmosphere he aided by a ban on backyard burning in the
six-county area.
The council reported Wednesday that 41 per cent of the organic
compounds that form smog in this area come from trash burning.
commercial and apartment house incinerators, and agricultural opera)ions.
HURRICANE HEADs FOR 1,01.1sIANA
NEW ORLEANS (UPD- Hurricane Hilda built up to. a "severe"
blow with 125-mile -an -hour winds yesterday and slowly headed for
the low-lying Louisiana coast.
Highest winds were clocked at 125 miles an hour, tip 40 miles
an hour from Wednesday when the tropical storm, eighth of the season, developed into a full-blown hurricane.
SOVIETS rftomisr AID TO CYPRIOTS
MOSCOW I UPDGreek Cypriot Foreign Minister Spyrom Ky!Amon flew home yesterday carrying a "no strings attachnl" agreemerit for Soviet military aid to Cyprus.
The Soviet -Cypriot pact, signed Wednesday, made formal Premier
Nikita S. Khruslichey’s promise to aid the regime of President Makarios fo Cyprus. The pledge was made following Turkish (dr attacks
on Cyprus last August.

Econ Head Hurls Protest
At ’Libelous’ Tower List
Former Grad
Leaves U.S.
For Malawi

Phc,c by Jon Lew.s

BIKE RIDING CURTAILEDBike riding on the SJS campus is not
allowed, although this rider apparently doesn’t care. Frank Schoff,
chief campus security officer, states bikes are subject to the same
regulations as cars, including having a license and lights. Signs
such as the one above were recently painted on the closed portion of Seventh Street to remind students of the ruling.

Timothy Barnekov, former SJS
graduate, left Sept. 24, with 39
other Peace Corps volunteers to
join Dr. James Blackwell in the
new African nation of Malawi.
Harnekov, who majored in political
e will he assisting with

Klaus Citron Discusses
Dr.
German
Youth Problems

,

II, %I. NI
, World War II, Germany was a disill,: as in- organized, leaderless country.
"G1’1111i111
"A strong desire" for. the rebirth
dividualistic as young Americans,"
literary world
West Germany’s San Francisco :of the cultural and
came into being, Dr. Citron said
consul, Dr. Klaus Juergen Citron, as well as a desire to get Imo
told an attentive audience of about from militarism.
75 persons yesterday afternoon in
"Since 1950 the situation its.
slowly begun to change," he reE327.
Dr. Citron, a guest of both the marked. "I still have my doubts
Journalism and Advertising De- about the early re -armament ot
!Germany." At the start of the
partment and the German Club, 1"cold war," Dr. Citron recalled,
spoke on "Problems Facing To- "the whole propaganda machine ot
day’s German Youth."
. Germany and the Allies was turned
Dr Citron explained that at ter around 180 degrees."
, Pacifism, at first encouraged by
the German government and the
I occupation forces, was suddenly
Today at 430 is the deadline discouraged as the build-up of the
to turn in your entries for the post-war German army. began Dr.
Citron narrated. "There is still no
Spartan Grid Picks football congreat enthusiasm" for the military.
test which appeared in Wednes- he said.
day’s SPARTAN DAII.V. ConDr. Citron referred to presenttestants are it.ked to taring their day German youth as "the skeptientries to Room 4201 in the cal generation." He noted that "the
political youth organizations do not
Journalism ’funding.
many members," religious
It is not necessary to indicate draw
being more pop.111y scores and no purchases and sports groups
bate to lee made. Rules for the. Wan’.
Of the majority of German
contest along with entry blanks
are printed In the Grid Picks youth, Dr. Citron said, "their
ideals are to have a home, a telePage.
vision and a car."
The contest, a first for the
SPARTAN DAILY tills flail, offers as its first prize a
trip, jet -I vred flight to lials
Interviews will be held in the
Allg1.11.1. on Pandile Sind II west
Airlines. Five r lllll ter-up con- College Union, 315 S. Ninth St.,
testants
be awarded free Monday for membership in Recogpairs of tickets Ill ill. 1.11111.11 nition Committee and Community
Service commit tees.
Artists Theater,
Recognition Commit tee interSpartan Grid Picks will appear
I, el" Wednesday in Ow SP.111- views will be held from 1-3 p.m.
and Community Service from 3-5
N
v tit tor nine Weelo,.
p.m.

Grid Picks Due

Officers Wanted

TIMOTHY BARNEKOV
. . . journeys to Malawi
the other volunteers in the grewth
of a health program.
The volunteers’ purpose is to
train the Malawi citizens to take
over the health program themselves, concentrating on the control, treatment and prevention of
tuberculosis.
The volunteers trained at Harvard University and University of
North Carolina for six weeks.
Courses emphasized public health
instruction, basic elements of the
Bantu language, U.S. institutions
and world affairs. Included were
courses in Malawian history and
culture.
Requests for more volunteers to
support the 6,500 Americans now
working in 46 African, Asian and
Latin American countries are received every day.
Peace Corps officials have reported that 5,000 volunteers will
have trained this summer and fall.
Applicants interested in late fall
or subsequent training should oblain forms from any post office
and take the nation-wide placement test given the second Saturday of each month after submitting the application.

Irroyies sent the Council a
three-page report expressing his
feelings on the Tower List, a publication published by the Tau Delta
Phi honorary scholastic fraternity
in which SJS students evaluate
their professors.
Broyles IS opposed to "uncontrolled student evaluation of
their professors." He stated that
similar publications at other insti’ talons Wert under the direetion
of the administration.
VAST DIFFERENCE
Ile expressed dismay at the "vast
difference between the performance of the professors and the performance evaluations turned in by
the students."
The Tower List, stated Broyles,
"harms the professors reputation,
reflects on his professional capabilities, and lowers the enrollment in
his classes."
Broyles commented that a

Teachers Ass,a-aation, own seeing
the Tower List. stated that it was
"libelous on the face, and that it
represented a definite cause for action." Broyles stated that the
organization itself, its advisers, its
officers and the school itself could
he held responsible in a libel suit.
RAD EVALl’ATION
Broyles pointed out that thse
to the way the survey for the
Tower I.ist was taken it would be
possible for one SI Wield and a
group of his friends to give a professor a had evaluation.
The matter is now in the hands
of the Academic Council’s Committee on Student Affairs, The
Committee must report back to the
Council within 30 days. Head of
the committee is Dr. Harold J.
DeBey, Associate Professor of
Chemistry.
Larry Gooding, spokesman for
Tau Delta Phi, when asked to comment on the charge, stated that he
I "would have to investigate the
matter further la.mre making a
comment."

Frosh Council
Seats Open Permit Holders
Flet.hmen who plan to run an
the Oct 14-15 election to fill tla
four freshmen representative seat
on Student Council can pick up
their petitions today in the College Union, 315 S. Ninth St.
Petitions can also be picked up
on Monday or Tuesday of next
week, according to Ken Lane,
newly appointed chairman of Election Board.
Wednesday at 4 p.m. is the deadline for returning completed petitions to the Union. Fifty freshman
signatures are required for the petition to qualify.
A must -attend orientation meeting for all who plan to be on the
ballot will also be held Wednesday’ at 4 p.m. in the College Union.
Freshmen who enter the election
contest must be full-time students
and have no classes after 2:30 p.m.
on Wednesday. Council meets during this time.

Faculty Art Show
Folds in Gallery
The annual faculty art show,
currently on display in the art
gallery, A129, closes this afternoon at 4.
Featuring 100 contributions in
various media, the show includes
paintings, sculptures in metal,
ceramic and wood, free -blown
glass and jewelry. Also on display
are ceramics, printed textiles,
hooked rugs, assemblages, mosaics, works in mixed media and
an exhibit on photography.

Given Morning
Parking Privileges
Parking space in the Seventh
Street garage is closed to non-permit holders until noon every day,
according to Francis McMahon,
administrative assistant to the
business manager’.
Students and employees holding
permits will thus have a "first
place in line" to use the facility.
By clamping down on "25 cent
porkers" who are taking up parking spaces. McMahon told Spartan
Daily recently, we earn be sure
that those holding permits will be
able to use the garage.
By noon or possibly before, however, non -permit holders may use
the garage, McMahon said. Signs
will he placed in front of the
garage when extra space is available.

Friday Flicks
Eve," an
"The Three IAcademy Award wanner, will he
featured at the flicks tonight, 7
and 9:30 in TH55.
Friday flicks will also present
the beginning of a new serial. "The
Mark of Zorro."
The story of a woman whose
psychosis causes her to take on
a triple personality, "The Three
Faces of Eve," stars Joanne Woodward, David Wayne and lee .1.
Cobb.
Admission is 33 cents.

U.C. Students Defy Campus Ban
University ,
BERKELEY UPI
of California students again defied
a ban on political activity on the
campus yesterday.
Gov. Edmund G. Brown warned
that such behavior "will not be
tolerated."
About 100 students picketed
Sproul Hall, the university administration building, protesting the
suspension nil e ight students
Wednesday night and demanding
the tight to solicit funds and recruit members of outside political
groups.
The eight students were suspended indefinitely for participating in
the "revolt."
In San Francisco, Brown said
he "supports fully" the stand of
UC President Clark Kerr and
Berkeley Chancellor Edward
Strong.

"This is not a matter ot freedom of speech on the campuses,"
the governor said. "I and President
Kerr and the regents have long.
fought to maintain freedom of
speech anti an open forum policy
on all the campuses of the university.
"This is purely tend simply an
attempt on the part of the students to use the campuses of the
university unlawfully by soliciting
funds and recruiting students for
off-campus activities.
"This will not he tolerated. We
must have and will continue to
have law and order on our campuses."
The eight who were suspended
had manned tables and tiecepted
money for politiral causes Wednesday at Sather Gate, traditional
rallying place for student political
act Ivit ies.

When other students heard that
the names were being taken down
by university officials, they de- ,
scendecl en masse on Sproul Hall,
university administration building.
About 400 students staged a sitin inside the building and about
200 remained outside. By 3 a.m.
most had left, but the demonstrations resumed yesterday morning.
Chancellor Edward Strong, who
announced the suspensions, said he
expected to meet later with officials of 19 student organizations in
efforts to settle the dispute at the
largest of the University of Callfornia’a seven campuses.
Strong said he regretted having
Iii suspend the eight, but that it
was necessary to keep thc university from "endangering its future
as an independent educational institution."

MORE PUNCH ASB Student
Council representatives and
executive officers held a receptioP yesterday afternoon for the
activities office staff, including all faculty advisers to student
committees. Pictured, left to right, are senior representatives
Robin Phillips and Mike Freed, Junior representative J. J. Fraser
is at the punch bowl.
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’Avaeiv Comment
650 Foreign Students
Enroll for Fall Semester
k5 01 51111 151 Is. 7’.1". 1 551-1.111 -111111’111 01115 C. 11,111, ii
-titiletits from about Ml nat. 5. all user the s..irld liase
tnli.siIsiI iiS,IS for the fall semester.
Tit, figure, according to 11Ie 011iee. Still be higher after
regimt rad.
it. completed.
Tin- %sonic! he the largest number the college has men had.
ear- :e.o. there wire about 20 foreign students iii attend.
the Hatt !!!!
I sits ’.1
I- 41111 iii ill,
sls l’s forviun -itideid- are -noising.
Ito dies .111 -11..1.1.1..1 iii their :wade
record.? Do they all
1.11i11% ills Ill tiss L
si,taie-?
" Ian% has e ail pi,teil %sell. hot 10111% has cii-t." said Thomas
assi-tato ailsiser for foreiii -111111111% 1111 III, C:11111111,
lialer .1.51m -on. former ill% topi. ili,d11511511til.IIIIII1SJIIand
itatomal director of the t
l’eop le- t .5- Pettit
Program.,
dtclared 1111511 he -poke 11511 151-1 .ear that ’.Jilasis of diem
I III5 5L:11 5-111111111- 5 SI ill 11,0 I 51 1111 55arp4.11 and distortedm
is
of America I 515’ .151-s I iss are ignored or cannot find
111111
55
14 ill help them. 11, l’,.1-011 for failure fall into fnor calegorie,: language
ror. iiitisiiiits 11 10111111:4 el1111110 111101. 1101101g prejudices
siiiisiliiiits .11151
intliffereitel.
1,j1,00111.
1’01,1 2. 11 -11151,111- l’.111 5’’ peel lill Is 5-t Illpailus for illo first
too pro151.io-: the ,late I /epartment rt.iptire- that a foreigner
1.5r .1 -1.1.1em s i-a
5.115115% CS 111111CP Of formal
...Ind. -hat 151 .1
1.1511,41. ill
-trate satisfactor Ca111111:111111
this i.11,21kli .51151 11101 l .111151111Ilie 1.111:111611 support.
lito it irare ,Ititleoll %slits goe, through this first regisiiripariql either aeademically,
iflillil or 111151111i5Ills
ill the other valegories. I
ser, the fatts are different. It
and intolerable that the foreign -tuitlent-. 1111.
cialls tihisi from 1f rica and ksia. -11.5111.1
slammed
it. !licit’ 1.155.- 1,11,11 1 Is .11.1, 111.1
114511siii4.
listraeial liartier- -110111.1 km them 1155111 mama! tllhllllIllIliIil mill social
lss

155 1111,1 the foreign student. inept iti English. incapable
oissrigmte
of self
.11111 111,11 deal
with hou,ing. /11111 5551/e1.11 prejudicus ailditionall is askin4 too
much.
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America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau
SPECIAL
STUDENTS DINNER
Served Daily:
4.30 8 00 p m.
Sunday:
I 1:00

T.

8 00 p m.
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Mon. & Thur. Nights
Deacon Shimoda
& Nis
Dixieland Plass
Fri. & Sat.
Dom Marley sod
Flefbrer land

- iiy -llofirau
51 So. Market
(1’ 7-2002
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Mike missed his
date cause his
flight was late!
Poor devil. Doesn’t know about PSA, the
airline with the most flights between San
Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego.
Low, low fares. On -time flights. Somebody please tell him to call PSA Super
Electra Jets - FAST!
sdn Francisco -Los Angeles
761-0818
Ins Angeles -San Diego
776-0125
San Diego -San Francisco
298-4811

Library
Now Houses
Documents
By PATTY OUTER:Mil:
San Jose States college library
is no longer just a library. Now
it is also an official depository
for United States government
publications.
What does this new title mean
to SJS? Documents published by
every government department
are sent to the college. United
Nations and California State
documents ale also sent. They
cover every subject imaginable,
such as agriculture, hobby publications. satellites, and "Planning for the Later Years." Many
publications can be sent for by
the students free of charge.
The Documents Section is
housed at the north end of the
second floor reading room in the
North Wing. The books and periodicals that were previously
there 1000 and 200 sections)
have been moved to the Education Division.
Work has been begun on a
complete listing of all government publications. Completion of
this master list may take years,
since it must be carried on as an
overload activity. Until completion, anyone wishing to know
What government publications
are available can consult both
the main card catalog and the
records in the Documents Department.
Miss Virginia Titus will be in
charge of the Documents Department. Mrs. Mary Lou Hall
has been added to the staff as
her assistant.

8.35

By TOM POWELL

Edit or:
ATTE N T
The v% d til
God is revealed to us this day!!
The UCCF-an organization dedicated to the worship of God
and fellowship among students -has declared that Proposition 14
Is really a religious matter and
of their domain. Debate is now
futile!! Discussion is now not
necessary -for the truth of God
is upon us.
NOTE THIS CAREFULLY!
Vote no on Proposition 14!! The
problem at hand is not a complex social, economic, political
problem with its roots at the
very core of our social structure.
The problem is really quite simple: Are you a loving person as compared to a hateful person?
Are you a good person -as compared to a bad person? Are you
a moral person as compared to
an immoral person? If you are,
the choice Is simple -vote no on
Prop. 14!! I’m not).
William Woodford
A5780

More Fan Mail
For Richard Reeb
It is Sit pulsing, and not a little
disturbing. to find in the Daily
for Sept. 28th, a piece of obviously partisan political writing
masquerading as it book review.
Richard Reeb, long a vocal member of SJS’ own Young Republicans, has written an evaluation
of John Stormer’s soon to be for-
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tten book None Dare Call It
Treason which lacks that element of criticism which a work
of this quality, or rather lack of
quality, certainly warrants.
The book is a tragic bit of nonsense marked by a terrifying
lack of either literary merit or
intellectual honesty and is apparently dedicated to the principle that you can, after all, fool
all of the people some of the
time. From the patently false
premise which begins the first
chapter, "In 1945...Communism
was a third rate power, militarily, Industrially and economically" the tone of the book descends rapidly to the point where
the reader is not surprised
to find the statement, "The National Council of Churches and
its subordinate organizations...
Consistently follow the Communist Line."
Innuendo and character assassination. those twin hallmarks of
the Far Right, supply the stuff
of Mr. Stormer’s accusations, for
he never dares to call it treason
himself, except in reference to
vietints long dead and Gus Hall.
s moreover, after
nie d
trading 110’ book that it just
happened along Ibis election year
as M. Rceb blandly observes.
If the Spartan Daily is going
to regularly review books, and
thereby show an intellectual
awareness that it has unfortunately long lacked, it is to be
hoped that future selections of
both books and critics will he
nude somewhat more judiciously.
Boger Harrison
ASI1 103

Student Advocates
No Vote on Prop. 14
Editor:
Almost 200 years ago, our
founding fathers sacrificed their
lives, their fortunes, and their
honor to establish a nation stein rated to liberty for all men. One
century ago our grandfathers
fought another war to. increase
these freedoms by freeing the
slaves. And twenty years ago,
we fought another war to protect these freedoms from invaders who wanted to destroy them.
Now California Is engaged in a
struggle that will test whether
our freedoms will last or whether
they will be destroyed by real
estate profiteers. Proposition 14
would give landlords and real estate agents the power to deny
Mexicans, Negroes, and Jews the
1 Is 11 1 0111 ancestors
tought and d1t31.1 kir. Proposition

14 would make realtors the ;,I
solute dictators of where we us
and how we live.
But are the whims of a landlord more precious than the wellbeing of millions of Americans?
Are the profits of a real estan
agent more important than
welfare of those who want Ils
cent housing?
Does the prosperity of whis.
men really depend on the oppresion of Negroes? Must black ms
live in shanties in order l
white men to live in mansion Do Negroes living in crit,
ridden slums make a better
tribution to society than a N.
gro in an attractive suburban
residence? Do property values gs.
up when slums are preserved?

339 S. 1st St.
(across from Halos)

CY 7-4653

* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos
* Meerschaum and
Calabash Pipes
* Smokers Accessories
* Complete Stock
of Magazines
and Paperbacks
* Barnes & Noble
College Outline Series

MOTORCYCLES RENTED
333 W. San Carlos
CY 22022
We RENT and SELL top makes.
Take a FREE demonstration fide

HARTKE MOTORS
Tops in Collegiate Haircuts
Between
12th & 13th
Streets
(Near
Spivey’s)

llanny’s

571 E.
Santa
Clete

Ask Manny About His Razor Cuts

Iltodente APuf Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA. Jr.

Professional Pharmacists
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS

Thrust and Parry
Woodford Demands
Readers’ Attention

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP

The first business meeting 1...
the campus chapter of the American Institute of Industrial Engineering, the AllE, is to lie hell
at the International Restaurant.
Story and Kings Us , ThUrsday
at 8 p.m.
New officers of AllE, elected
last spring, wit, he presented to
the meeting. They are: President
Fred Kling, Vice-president Gordon Athearn, Treasurer .101m
Segerstrom and Secretaries Stevy
Goldberg and Bud Quiton.
- - --

The neon sign on Reno’s Fourth Street glowed loudly in the
night.
"111-110 Wedding Chapel - Finest In Town - Only Fifteen
Domini - Limousine service at No Extra Cost - Flowers and
Color Photographs Provided."
Never since Henry Ford has assembly line production reached
such snmoth-runtilag quality. Never since Dr. Pierces Pleasant
Pellets I reputedly good for your liver) has there been such foolishness.
Any student who is considering a quick trip to the land of
small change should think twice before using the matritnonial
facilit ics.
The procedure is something like thls:
Prospectise bridegroom: "We’d like Ill gtt married."
Matronly receptionist: "Swell."
van we do It?"
"What
"D hat time 151111 you make it?"
"flint aboilt 8:15?"
"I think sst call work you In."
"Swell."
Now that the stage is set the potential bride and bridegroom
dash off to the motel to get dressed in the latest finery. At 8:15
they return.
The procedure is like this:
: "We’re here."
Prospective bridegr
Matronly receptionist: "Wino are you?"
"We’re the 8:15 group."
"Oh, yes. Well, you’ll have to wait until the 8:11 group
finished."
"Swell."
During the wait, a dumpy guy, toothpick in mouth, drives the
couple to the court house to pick up the license. He drives them in
the promised limousine. He drives them in a 1953 Cadillac.
When the legal requirements have been satisfied the couple
procures a marriage license. Tucked away In the license is a
friendly, cheery reminder to the bridegroom to make out a will
just in case . . .
As the couple procecsis into the chapel, eager to take the big
step, they view their surroundings. The furnishings include six
folding chairs, a turquoise-colored rug, four walls. a .kind of altar
and a tremendous bloom of plastic flowers. In addition, the place
smells funny.
Just before the door is closed behind them, they hear another
grisan’s voice. It sitsw, "Can we get married?" "In about 15 minutes," comes the reply. "Can you wait 15 minutes, honey?" says
the groom.
Now you say to yourself, "This isn’t too bad for fifteen bucks."
But a marriage license purchased after 5 p.m. costs ten bucks,
the nosegay ’small bouquet for the bride) runs six, eight or ten.
the man’s boutonniere is worth a buck and a folder for the license
costs three.
And Reno motel prices are sky high.
Is this the way to launch the greatest of the world’s institutions?
Don’t put me on.

SAN JOSE, CALIF.
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First Meeting

DON’T PUT ME ON
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HOUSE OF HONDA
3 180 El Cambio Real
works Nrarth at Oregon Expresso.

Thm.sola)

I Mil 8:30

327-1215

LIDO CLUB

Is the pursuit of happiness the
exact opposite of the pursuits of
a decent home?
Are we going to forget our
ancient heritage of freedom?
Did our grandfathers die so that
Negroes can live in slums?
Are the rights of landlords so
dear as to be bought at the N.s..
of racial hatred and violence
We must forbid it. We.ean forbid
it. We will forbid it. Proposition
14 must he defeated We can defeat it. WI, will defeat it.

365 E. Julian Street

SPARTAN SPECIAL
$1.95
14 OZ. TOP SIRLOIN

Scott Wanner!
A111191

Or

GOLF

WHOLE BROILED CHICKEN

GREENS
Par 3 Course

PLUS CHILI BEANS

$1.00

Salad-Baked Potato-Garlic Bread

(Daily with faculty or
student identification)

Coffee

2050 S. WHITE ROAD

Open 5:30 Until 8:30 P.M.

2 Milos South of Story Rood

Wa
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Special Rates
to Groups,

Families,
Clubs, Social
Organizations

LEK

Music and
Entertainment
Nightly

SPARTAN HUB 20%

AUTHENTIC ITALIAN PIZZA TO GO
We Can Cater
Up to
200 People
417 SO. FIRST STREET

DISCOUNT
TO SJS STUDENTS
ON ALL
PIZZA ORDERS

PHONE 294-1454
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Top Sirloin

1.49

ho 16,0 00. 8th

Dinner Steak

1.24

MARTIN DENNY
and GROUP

Ground Steak

1.19

RUTH WALLIS
Sophisticate Songs

542 South 2nd Street
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Dissonant music sels
tnood. The lights, which
have cast. it blue mist on the
simple, Grecian -style stage, dim
slowly. The stage goes black.
The cast enters soundlessly.
Lights go tip. Slowly a man
in a tuxedo st rolls tn stage, lights
II cigarette and prom’s’s to intri.locc caell charaeler in a
controlled. solemn monologue.
’ Ant Ill (Ill.,’ San Jose Theater
first production of the
Si
ii,
opens in these somber
1imili’
Iii 11 illaira later the play
mitt: S cry much the way it
began.
’the inan with the cigarette is
the chorus. The cast is composed
111,,e 11111orlipuile people in
I
must play otil
those 1:111q1
III IIII till! II, 1,f lIt,, ehoells,
played Ir.\ theluied MIMI: "Death,
are on the
ttrasnii. 01110 it,
niarelc
Again lie observes ominously.
’Tragedy is clean, it is restful,
it is f lawless. In a tragedy nothing is in doubt. That makes for
ADM!.
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CHOICE

LEG OF LAMB

lb. 62 e

T-BONE STEAKS

lb. 85e

FRANKFURTERS

lb. 43e

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Fres, Sorori+los and Boarding How,c,
swomm

Final Clearance
Cost
Below
SUITS
$8 41

SPORT COATS

hope."
French playwright Jean Anninth has put II contemporary
twist in Seplicwles’ Greek drama.
Incongruity of the time gap
between classic Greek aml mod -

NOW $13.88
NOW $11.88

Selection includes: Mddras, Dacron and Wool,
Dacron and Cotton
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Friday and ’natiirilay nights
are the final pertoritianeen itt
Sail Jose Theater tioild’s pro
’Welton of "Antigone." The play
Is French play wrIg It t Jelin
Atintillies modern interpretation
Of tiooliorles’ tragedy.
The product’
twains :II 8:311
I,, the )11ontstonwry Theater of
the San Jose Chi.. Auditorium.
Reservations !nay Ile 111:111eIn
Itoreini,
C11.111111Z MIMI., Play
2911-5:, IS, Tickets ore also avail
ahlt al Ilse door. BO% flier is ill
open al 7:311e:sell eseologi
- ern ,etling is Itintintweil and lit
part, iotally masked by von t hieing performances on all
sides.
Antolini’s interpretation never
loses touch with the plausible.
Directed by Russell liolenifil,.
S.FS graduate drama student,
the play stars Sharon Cressio,
woricing for her secondary teaching credential here, in the title
" tut Hone "
role
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the best place to go. The friendly
servicn is bound to cheer you up!
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BRAKES
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Guitar Lessons
Folk Music
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ELECTRICAL
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84 E. San Fernando
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Bar B CI Steak Sandwich

F SALE

OVER 850,000 SOB IN SIN JOSE AT OUR REGULAR PRICE OF 41c
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Thi,. Is Our Reritilai- Ric) Bar R Q Steak Sandwich Served On A French Roll, Baked
Especially For Us By Roma Baffery, Caril,shed Vsliih Kraft Mayonnaise And Our
Own Special Cur 5 go Sauce!
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Robert T. Heckley
CLU General Agent
Fred Fernandez SJS
Bernard Clinton SJS
Robert Quiel SJS
Denial Hitchock SJS
James Keener SJS
Larry Nelson SJS
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1671 The Alameda, Suite 311
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CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
134 East San Fernando
OPEN SATURDAYS 9 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
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It’ll be sp....,
1,,,,getines I he United States Air Force Acadtomorrow night at Spartan St a- my in an intersectional soccer
Aiem when San Joe Stale meets match.
Kickoff time is 8 o’clock for the
Ir."! ?7.- .113. li:11!T
T.r.e 5.11
benefit contest, sponsored by San
.1se Elks Lodge for its charity
itrogram.
A crowd of some 7,000 fans is
expected for the match which will
bring together two teams rated
among the best in the West.
The Falcons, playing an independent schedule this year after
heing one of the leading teams in
the Rocky Mountain Conference
in the past, are contenders for
ii NCAA Western Regional berth,
,.cording iii SJS coach Julie

Salt.

While the Spartans, participants
:n last year’s NCAA Regionals,
ic title threats in the Northern
alitornia Intercollegiate Confer,u this year.
,,t
year the Spartans edged
Falcons 6-5 on Iwo last (waitii
er goals al Spartan Stadium. A
,owd of 4,234 persons witnessed
,Pie thrillers. It was the largest
I ..
1,
it kiit1. Ii
to ever watch a soccer
,
match in Santa Clara Valley.
1017,.;37. 11/ al it;1, raz a
iL’Coach
Menendez claims the Air
Force will bring a very well -conned club to San Jose.
Room Service
’They’ll he in excellent shape,
,iid will give us the toughest
.aysical test of the year," says
,Ionendez.
. The Falcons are noted for their
,igged liii bill we’re certainly

Ihrong

ready for them," the stocky mentor added.
Led by All-American fullback
candidate Harry Rodman, center
forward Hugh Bryant, and insides
Jim Perry and Jim Thames, the
Air Force will bring 11 returning
lettermen to town.
Menendez will send the same
lineup that beat San Francisco
State 6-1 last Friday against the
Denveriles.
The speedy and experienced attack is headed by senior co-captains Al Korbus and Efiok Akpan.
the Nigerian exchange student.
Akpan scored two goals in I
win over the Gators, while
played an outstanding game. Hap
Sermol, Foothill College transfer
will also be in the starting liii
after playing an outstanding
at his right halfback position
the win.
Menendez anticipates a big
crowd for the match and says
there’s a lot of interest in the
area for it.
In a preliminary match at 6
o’clock San Jose’s JV’s will face
Chico State College.
Admission is free
student
body card holders.
In a pre-game ceremony, Carson
Conrad, chief of the bureau of
Health, Physical Education itnd
Recrent ion, and Richard Alves,
Elks’ Lodge exalted ruler, will
kick the hall out.

Air Force Academy vs. San Jose State

1:ar those of you trill, king size
appetites, came in and try
Tica’s American or ;lexica,: hot
(b)a. They’t
1101
LIS ill 11111111a
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Phone Orders CY 7-8421

PHONE 295 9920
THIS AD GOOD FOR $5.00 ON ANY TUNE-UP
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Booters Engage Rugged Falcons
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NOW NEAR CAMPUS
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In this year’s StanfordStin Jose
toot tumIlgtutie. Kt’il Bet y’s 19 tone
pletions broke the SJs pass completion record. The record was set
by Chon Gallegos against the University of Pacifie iii 1961. and tied
ti
by
al!Ani I S

4th and St. James

Kickoff 8 o’clock
Starting Line-ups
Pos,

Falcons
Spartans
Don Holoviak
Herculas Mehelis
RFD
John Gritsavage
Joe Sermol
Harry Rodman
LFB
Steve Locci
RH
Dave Mossbrook
Hap Sermol
Al ludicello
CH
Mike Hapan
John McBroome
LH
Tom Zinter
RW
Ivan Bieging
Lou Fraser
Jim Thames
IR
Al Korbus
Hugh Bryant
CF
Efiok Akpan
Jim Perry
IL
Bob Salazar
George Finan
LW
Colin Lindores
Uniform numbers for Air Force Academy not available.
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Sing out for the new C.apezins. Preened and beaming in their neuest plumage, they are
rare treat, for feet %.itcliers.
$11.00

E31.-JOCDM’S
FINE
SI-30ES
v
fa;r
I 35 South First. Downtown

Shopping

Con.,

A NJ

SHIRTMAKEHS

Striped Button-Down Hugger
Take the flare and fit of the famous Gant
oxford button-down; add a colorful stripiri;
and you have a pleasant change of pace
in your shirt wardrobe.

6.95
no
21
16
4
5
6
7
8
9
16
14

$1964 Cara Sh:lanal.ati

MANN
HAUS

Traditional Clothiers
419 Town and Country Village
243-3552

Run OffToday

Red Horde
Neff, Thew To Challenge Intramural
Grid Winner

The San Jose State varsity and
freshman cross-country teams will
stage a run-off at 3 p.m, today
al the Spartan Field to select
sesim participants on each team
for the Sacramento Invitational
Oct. In.
Highlight of today’s Intrasquad
meet will he the challenge of Joe
Neff, Howard Thew, and others
to make the team. Neff, who has
run a 4.05 mile, was one of the
top junior college long distance
runners last year. Thew is a veteran of SJS national champion
cross-country teams.
’’This run-off will be worth at
said Coach Mery Smith,
"because the competition will he

The Students
of
San Jose State
their family, and their friends
are cordially invited to visit
our restaurant this weekend
for

an

unequalled

meal.

Thousands of people have
enjoyed our place and left
delighted with the friendly
service and tantalizing din-

as intense as any dual meet in th,
U.S. The freshman run-off will
particularly interesting becatisi
there are so many Individuals of
approximately equal ability."
The Spartans must make Immense progress in the one short
week between the run-off iind the
Sacramento Invitational if they
are to win the latter event.
In spite of being runner-up three
years ago, and national champions
the last two years, the Spat-tans
are facing stiffer competition each
year. When SJS defeated the Golden Gate Track Club by five points
last fall, it was the narrowest win
in Spartan cross-country history.
This year the Spartans won the
Long Beach Invitational by only
Iwo points.
Each year the Spartans lime
itad to survive close battles with
Stanford in order to compete in
the national championship. This
year, Stanford, entered in the Sacrainento Invitational, is reprevented by a team superior to at
if its last three.
Stanford’s team is composed or
the same individuals that competed the last three years.
"We have a hard task ahead
for a national championship,"iii
Coach Smith. ’’We have the ability. however, and more important,
the enthusiasm, to make it. The
Sacramento Invitational may tell
the story."

I

Pcloists Face Cal at 8:30 p.m. Yearlings Hold
First League Game of Season Scrimmage Today

The varsity water polo team,
undefeated thus far, engages its
For f eit s and double-9irfeits
first league hist when it entermarred opening round intramural
tains the University of California
foothall action Wednesday afterat S:30 pan uslay in the Spartan
noon.
Pt oil.
However, some "A" and "B"
"Cal has a perennially strung
league teams did play officially.
water polo team," according to
In the only "A" league contest
Coach Lee Walton. "They are
allowed the Red Horde dumped
Newman Knights 29-12 behind well - organized, well -disciplined,
Randy Wright and Chris Philbrick. and for years 1111VC been one of the
Wright tossed three TD passes. in-. strongest water polo teams in the
eluding two of 30 and 10 yards to U.S.
Philbrick. Gary Mechler hauled
"If you matched the two teams
in the third score. a 5-yarder.
man for man." continued Walton,
In other "A" league games Al- "we would have the edge. Every
pha Tau Omega No. 2 forfeited to game we demonstrate more team
Academic Year Institute, Allen unity, and there is not a person
Hall and Markham Hall double itt 0111’ starting lineup who couldn’t
forfeited, Phi Sigma Kappa No. break up a close game. Cal, how 2 won by a forfeit over the Snakes, es er. can never be counted out of
and Air Force ROTC, despite a any game."
two-touchdown performance by
The Spartans will have a disNorm Pinallo, forfeited to Moulder tinct itch:ant:114e because they are
HAL
accustiowil to Olen. small pool.
The Raiders a Toad Hall toil Teams such is San Fernando ValChinese Bandits tied 19-19 in ley had a disasterous experience
tile only 13" league game allowed.
!John Nlercer and Mark Crone each
Tennis Deadline Now
iliad one TD for the Bandits,
Today is the deadline for turnPhil Vehrle passed for one
e0 and ran for another Ti’) in nig in tennis entries.
leading the Raiders.
Those interested in signing up
, All other league teams forfeited for two-man volleyball have un; because of roster infractions ac- til Oct. It. All entries must be
cording to Dr. Dan Uncial.
turned in to MG121.

San

Francisco added with

San Jose’s own warm per-
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#
11111

s

’
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"This is the best freshman team
Cal has had in 15 years," said
Coach Walton. "Tin sure this
game will be the most difficult of
the season fur us, but we are Certainly capable of winning."
Tomorrow, the Spat-tan freshmen play their third game of the
season when they travel to Davis
to play the University of California at Davis freshman team.
The starting Spartan lineup 1,
tonight’s varsity game is Bill
Parker, f; Jack Likins, g; Mike
Hansen, g; Sheldon Harmatt,
Frank Barnes, f; Gary Read
and Bruce Hobbs. goalie.

SJS at Montana St.
WSU at Arizona
Amy at Teams
Minnesota at Cal
Illini at Northwestern
Washington at Iowa
USC at Mich. St.
Navy at Michigan
Purdue at Notre Dame
OSU at Baylor
Oregon at Penn. St.
UOP at L. A. State
Stanford at UCLA
ChiBears at 49ers
Oakland at Buffalo
Idaho at Utah

PAYNE
8.7
San Jose by 13
Arizona by 7
Texas by 16
_
Cal by 8
Illinois by 10
Wash. by 3
USC by 10
Navy by 2
N. D. by 7
OSU by 3
Penn. St. by 6
UOP by 13
UCLA by 649ers by 1
Buffalo by 20

STROM
10-5
_
San Jose by 3
Arizona by I
Texas by 6 _
Cal by 3
Illini by 7
Wash. by 7
USC by 9
Navy by 1
N. D. by 3
Baylor by 3
Penn. St. by 6
UOP by 6
UCLA by 7
ChiBears by 7
Buffalo by 5

SIMBURG , SIMMONS
9-6
10-5
San Jose by 10
WSU by 7
Arizona by 1
Texas by 14
Texas by 7
Cal by 10
Cal by 10
Illinois by 24
Illinois by 10
Wash. by 10
Wash. by 14
USC by 14
USC by 10
Navy by 3
Michigan by I
N. D. by?
N. D. by 5
Baylor by 7
OSU by 6
Oregon by 3
Oregon by 5
L. A. St. by 10
L. A. St. by 7
UCLA by 14
UCLA by 14
49ers by 7
49ers by 3
Oakland by 7
Oakland by 6
Idaho by 10

AUTO
INSURANCE
YOU can afford!
YOU PAY MONTHLY
No interest
No carrying charge
No fintnce companies
No payment books
Lowest Rates

103,022"

-SUM-STYLE"

Here’s the sleekest, smoothest motor scooier of all. So much easier
for you to handle. So much Quicker on the pickup. So stop in toonyi
Seel Try! Test -Ride the best thing in scooters since the motor
Umbrella’s new "Sllm-Style"

_

depending on where you
hie ,aller payment of
one-time only Policy Feet
is the total current
monthly cost to lowest
rated PREFERRED RISKS
for all the coverage required by California Financiai Responsib ility
Law. $10,000, $20.000

MISSION MOTORSCOOTERS
PH, 294.9784

,"-

TITCHENAL
7.8

HENNESSY
6
Mont. St. by 7
Arizona by 6
Arizona by 7
Texas by 14
Texas by 3
Cal by 7
Cal by 8
Illinois by 14 ’ Illinois by 13
Wash. by 7
Wash. by 6
Mich. St. by 7
USC by 12
Navy by 6
Navy by 6
N. D. by 7
N. D. by?
OSU by 7
OSU by 2
Penn. St. by 6
Penn. St. by 6_
L. A. St. by 7
UOP by 6
UCLA by 7
UCLA by 14
ChiBears by 7
49ers by 7
Buffalo by 7
Buffalo by 7 1_7
Idaho by 14

YOUR
KEY
TO
LOW COSI INSURANCE

NEW LAMBRETTA

47

Bodily Injury, $5,000

Property Damage including protection against
uninsured motorist,.
Rules are suhrect to
change without notice.

20% off

Call your
ricaccst office
SAN JOSE
294-6269
SUNNYVALE
736-5215
FREMONT
793-8220

On All Jazz Albums
Monaural and Stereo
Such Artists as:
CANNON BALL ADDERLY
DAVE BRUBECK
EARL BOST!
JIMMY SMITH
AND MANY MORE

36 Valley Fair

Open daily 9 to 9
Fur dctails write to

KEY
Insurance Exchange
26 No, Second St.
(Near Santa Clara St.)
San June, C11.,,nla
mitimmillmammiumektiamr

60 So. 1st St.

SPARTAN TRI-C

TIIE CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION

3rd & San Antonio

ectatiotti

Oellolicr 1, 1%1

9:15 a.111. Seminar. Burr!. hi.inr
5:15 p.111. Tnt FellouNliip II

"(:,1111’t

11()RA1.uS"

Or. John Candle, M.O.
Ltrill.1.0. Dept.

-

Fir -1 IltjslieI Clitirch
Roger Williams Fellowship

for the complete collegiate experier ce
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
the downtown church
catering to the college community
048:30 7. 11:00 ant, Morning Worship
kn9 45 a.m. College -Seminar"
5 45 p.m. TriC Club
198 So, Second St., San Jr-0.6
Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

tticle

Topic. Baptist Heritage
Speaker: Rev

Fronk

Byrdwell

6 p.m. Supper 50c
6:30 p.m. Meeting
at
Grace Baptist Church

Visit the Campus

484 East San Fernando

Religious Organization

8.45, 11:00 and 7:45 pm
Church Service
9.50 a.m. College Bible Class

of Your Choice
This Week

-The Economic Order and the Bible’

Wesley Foundation at
San Jose State College

John IA Alm,
Fr.."’

George -Shorty" Collins
Baptist College Chaplain

Invites You
to
WORSHIP: at First Methodist, 5th at Santa
Clara or St. Paul Methodist, 10th & San
or
9:30
Salvador on Sunday Mornings
11:00 A.M.

ENCOUNTER: Programs Sunday at
6:00 P.M. and throughout the week.
FELLOWSHIP: Visit Our Student Center
at 441 So. 10th Street

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran Church Missouri Synod
374 So. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:
8:15. 9:30 and 11:00
College discussion group: 9:45
A. J. BROMMER, Pastor - 292-5404

2 blocks from school

R. Findlur, Director of Music; 8, Delors

294.7013

Vicar

THE CAMPUS MINISTRY OF THE METHODIST CHURCH

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday Services according, to

11
f.o..ov..tor;

NEWMAN 1:14;VITIR

adttiow.:

8:00 a.m.--Episropal (11411 ( ,ommunion)

V)

9:30 a.m.Lutheran

I(

31111 :,0111111

111111

I Arr.’s. front Nleir., Dorin-.1

wheat, Strarroi I erste;

T9 Sir. itli

INSTITUTE OF RELIGION

r.; I i.:111

P.rol R

Director

I Thu

it

.III 1,171.111.10

797 7600

al ir Ilit

111Iiiloo

.tssittiisrii It

I’,.,’.

iii

Lima I

5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
MONDAY, OCT. 5
opportw,
, Saint Fa
Sponsored
LAMBDA DELTA sii,s..ta
Donation: $1.00 per person

is!

1.si

Lecturr ’.uu

STUDENT FACULTY DINNER

11:00 a.m.Traditions of l’rcskterian
Disciples of uhrist
Chord’ ot

’Ilk*

The Church of
Jesus Christ
of Latter-Day Saints

hil

ulligt

. . . 11:13

RUIN

NI.

1.atholic \\ omen’s tenter
11

iiliiiLis
Chaplain: Failler Largeni.
Neuman Club

I

P.Il lilt N II,ISh
Uill \ (4
football team failed to show up
for its encounter with the Spartababes Thursday, allowing coach
John Webb to run his charges
through an intra-squad scrimmage.
"UOP just wasn’t ready for the
game, so they called it off," Webb
said discouragingly.
College of San Mateo will 3COMmage the yearlings today at Spat am Si I ii

THE BEST THING IN SCOOTERS SINCE THE MOTOR!

Doily Sports Pigskin Prognosticators

sonality and charm.
We Cater to Students
With Good Taste
Seeking the Same

in the pool as it was defeated 31-3.
Coach Walton, however, has his
team practice extra hours on ball
1.01111’01, so they will not suffer in
a large pool.
In the midst of prolific Spartan
scoring in the first two games,
Captain Bill Parker may have
gone unnoticed. Parker has set up
numerous goals with timely assists. He has sacrificed personal
scoring in order to remain in key
defensive position. Any man Bill
Parker is assigned to guard, will
score very few points.
In the 7;30 preliminary, the
Spartan frosh face the Cal frosh.

609 BIRD AVE.

ners. Many have compared
our cuisine with the finest of

\ it sit

I)1111 I:41

It

1
IT,

6-..SPARTAN DAIL,

GREAT FOOD!
COLLEGE PRICES!

Dr. Stanley U. Beta, SJS dean
.4 students. antueinces four new
iiintments in the college’s ;le’ ,1 tICS Dee.
Beginning their services this
II are Miss Martha Allshouse
eel William M. Fox, activities adisers: and Miss Virginia Ellis and

You’ll find a neat little ploi.c
to eat in downtown San Jose
just right for college stuANGELO’S!

dents.

Clean,

reasonable

food,

good

RENT

prices, greet service. Try us
soon!

TYPEWRITERS
Fri. Parking of Al’s & Earl’s
38 S. 3rd STRIFf

t,tandutd PortaLle Elatt,,,
A.. hill.. s 20i pet day

Modern Office
Machine Company

/
L11.1(’

-

.. Ay/aro

293 6183
174 / Sun I ....dodo
(Ned door to Cal Book Stars)

72 East Santa Clara Street

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
"AILNUY (.1113 CUNIRACI
.
A, 1

ANNOUNCEMENTS D I
MAN ’)

LAPIS
BEAUTY SHOP

SC 0001 TEACHER

.

1-RINC

OW MALE ROOMMAIE

1111,,LP, WANTED 141

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
df...
545 mo. 628 S. 1(ah

.

GUITAR LESSONS,

5135 29,
FOR SALE
’

LITEGUARD
Er ,,da CI
t’Fs. ID I, 1-4 Cr 10.4. 1912’ GIRL TO SHARE ucappr. studio apt.,
.
ech grad. student. 286.
PART TIME
APPR
MEN’S
APARTMENT
contract for
77, 864
r 295-3635._
_
MALL STUDENT
FURN ROOMS. lic hurl privderies.-Mole
.5. 365 S.,. 1111c Call
PART TIME
nenale Ii,, unappr.
MEN-.
is ."r2 8651_
NEED GIRL ROOMIE: He
cnappi
I
INGIISING (51
I BR FURN APT.
,
)1) All T),
3 APT CONTRACTS
I
t.
1
Mir!
, .’I to..f05 curtly
CONTRACT FOR SALE
r.
0113. -a-...ltlIO 11.
WANT
I
GIRT
larcto unapt
1..1,,rourn
t ,
SJS . 295.9031 after )
TI,T;’,.;IS
,
liens, maid &
SANDS APTS. W ant 1 or 2 olds
.
,.. 295.8676. 295-4393.
MEN STUDENTS P _crns with lo -F.
.ed. 646 So. 5’t PRIVATE ROOM - Men’s approved
,
.
c,
292.7470.
SPACIOUS tor one needing .corn. Ecc CONTRACT FOR SALE -- IV’. off.
276.34[3.
For two on a budget. Studio 1,’
block from campus. $60 pa’ NEED GIRL to share huge unappr. apt.
7+11 Si.
i.- 421 S
a. Call 286-1595 or
QUIET UPSTAIRS ROOM, near State
HO APPROVED
students. ROC,17’
7.6079.
os with kitchen P’.. ONE GIRL
Unappr. apt. $40

1958 AUSTIN HEALS

r URNISHED APT

60 TR 3

APKROVED

53 FORD VB,

711127.1151-1ED APTS.

63 CORvAIR SPYDER

HUGE 2 BED. APT.

JAGUAR,

LGE. SINGLE APT.

SAN JOSE SKI PATROL

AUTOMOTIVE (2)
MOTORCYCLES DKW
Harr,. t
1958 OLDS 88. ’
1962 VESPA 125,
60 IS t
I .
60
’,/.
’58 MGA COUPE
it/Lk). Per.u.1
52 PLYMOUTH - Low ncloa
Best offer takes. 846.5760
59 CHEV - 6 op!.. good ore:"
293.2576.
,
,
54 FORD STA. WAG. --

I

il-
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IDC Chief
Demands
Dorm Ac/ion

Dem Benz Announces
Four Activities Advisers

7bedroore
LOST AND FOUND 16-1
and board
BLUE CHECK BOOK, Podding
LOST
or doors from
rent, I and 2 LOST: B., vv...cf.-MIJI--e-7-ivi,,,i;;re;.,
Plnase. 335,8 Vahey Forge Wny S. J.
n,ce. On!
PERSONALS (T)

tants to
Robert A. Andersen, a
the associate dean of slut lull) Dr.
Cornelia A. Tomes.
It is 110mm-inning for Miss Ails.
house, who received her B.A. degree from SJS in 1961,
After working as a resident hall
assistant for the college, she left
for the Philippine Islands where
she served as an English teacher
in the Peace Corps for two years.
Last year she was employed by
the Mali student project.
Responsibilities of executive seer,m ary of the cultural program at
1,-; have been assumed by Fox.
,raditate of the University iit
Ii (
elass of 1951. he has
ie., extensive work in various
coon! ries.
I I is ri -sic’ mien! s for the Depart men! it Slate and Agency for Intl ItI,lI ional Development have taken him to Ethiopia, Lebanon, Afghanistan, and Iran. Fox was most
recently employed by Pan Amer.,
World Airways In San Fran.,
t
f ic agent.
I .i1,11(dienie Connell, AssnStudents. and bonhoruvt will he di.
his year by Miss Ellis
.1
Lint dean of wren.,
\ I,
I Ills, a 1958 Stanford
graduate, comes to San
r.,
State College after working
e head counselor for Montana
Univetsity arid head resident
the University of Illinois.
Assistant dean of men this year
is Andersen, a 1960 graduate of
San Francisco State College. His
duties will cover the campus fraternity groups, student government, and the honors and awards
board. He has held positions as
coun.selor, teacher, and director of
student activities at Castro Valley
High School from 1957-64.

Women Members
New to Faculty
To Be Honored
New women members of the San
Jose State College faculty will be
honored at the Women’s Faculty
Club’s annual brunch Sunday, 9:3011 a.m. The event will be held in
the Faculty Dining Room of the
Spartan Cafeteria.
Special guests at the brunch
will be Mrs. Robert D. Clark, wife
of the SJS president, and Mrs.
William J. Dust-), wife of the vice
president.
The Women’s Faculty Club provides opportunities for the more
than 200 women on the college faculty to meet for both social and
professional purposes.
Officers of the club are:
Dr. Ardith B, Frost, associate
professor of recreation, president;
Dr. Jessica Nixon, associate professor of physical education, vice
president; Miss Mary Booth, head
of the Occupational Therapy Department, recording secretary;
Mrs. Mildred G. Winters, professor
of history, corresponding secretary;
and Miss Barbara Black, assistant
.
professor ore nursing, treasurer.

SJS Departments
Dr. William McKee, vice prei-d
dent of the Merrill -Palmer Inqtute of Human Development an,i
Family Life in Detroit, Mich.. visited the SJS campus recently
He conferred with SJS Pres
Robert D. Clark and also stopped
at the Home Economics. Psyche(
ogy and Sociology anti Ant liropril
ogy departments.
San Jose State is affiliated 11 -Ill
the Merrill -Palmer Institute imp,
nitwit as several students from
have gone to the lot title lot
year of intensive .110
35-year-elil testi! mien h.,
All enrollment of less than 2(10. :11IJ
a faculty-student ratio of abeid
one to five. It offers two basic pre
grams to undergraduate students
one In human development: the
other in family and society.
Subjects studied at the instittit,
include psychology, sociology, nutrition, gerontology the scientiti,
study of old age), child develee.
ment, nursery education, famil:.
life, adult education, marriagi
counseling, home economics air!
religion.
Credits earned by students enrolled at the Merrill -Palmer Insti
lute receive full acceptance by tli.
colleges fiont ss114.11 the student Conte.

Spartaguide

Announcrnents Ill
Auternotie. (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (e)
Housing (5)
Loaf and Found (6)
o Personals (7)
O Services (I)
Transportation It)
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O
13

Add this
unrount for
rock addil II..

2.00
2.50

3.00
3.75

4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Print your od beret (Count 33 Letters and Spaces lot Each Line)
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Name
Address
Slatting Date
Fn. losed $

Run AJ For 7/3/4/5 Days {Circle Ono)
Chock No.

Flower is
a joy
Forever"

r
Maie
I)
\
....7toweri IWe
(THE Campus Florist)
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FREE

FREE

FULL QUART OF MILK

open meeting
Spartan Chi, 7:30 p.m., Woodrow Wilson Junior High School,
Locust and Grant Streets, sports
night.
Student Nurse Asenelathin, 3-5
p.m., faculty cafeteria, get acquainted punch party for freshmen
and transfer students.
TOMORROW:
Young Republicans, 9 :a.m.-5 p.m.,
Republican Headquarters, N.
Fourth St. and Gish Rd, Dollars for-Republicans Drive.
GRADUATE WORK
Graduate work at SJS dates
from September 1946, when the
college began to offer fifth-year
education for general secondiuy
teaching candidates.

with every

NEW YORK $159
I
STEAK
Includes:
Garl:c Bread, Chili,
Salad and Baked Potuto
FREE MILK FOR STUDENTS ONLY
Must Show ASI3 Card

ALSO...
EVERY SUN., MON., TUES.

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK

PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
All students interested in parttime rind VaCalion employment
during the fall semester arc urged
to attend an information meeting
today from 2:30-3:30 p.m. in
TH55.

k One Aay 5-ereice
"WORK
OF
ART"

s
tt

0 -;eaters & Cashmere Coat
Our Specially
S
’S

1

$1124

(For)

Julian w Steaks

New YR Officers
Assume Office
SiS Young Republicans
elected tall semester officers recently at their first meeting.
New officers are president,
Richard Reeb; vice president, Dan
Welton; secretary, Karen Harrington; assistant secretary, Andrea
Vargo; treasurer, Bill Pollacek;
membership chairman, Loren Lyrge,
all; and represent at
Raymond.
Recb announced that John Towel’, U.S. Senator from Texas, will
speak on behalf of GOP presidential candidate Barry Goldwater
tomorrow at 1 tun. at Washington High School, 35442 Fremont
Blvd., Fremont..

.11

295-4321

8th & Santa Clara

Dr. McKee Visits

Buy Daily CLASSIFIEDS ...Get Results!

4 lines
5 lines

"A thing of

MOM.

1101141 111:11 1.:11011
It 55
COLIIII strengthen Ihe position id
IDC and give the college student.,
a better knowledge of the ()remit
zation. This could be achieved to
announcing IDC’ activities through
I he various colliv.r nt-ws 1111’11i:I .
It, 101101’ :WI tflt, 1111‘ 1.411111(11
,11411,11’01111 011111111i let, 1.11’
I,, 11,orliN to, coluiFilut
all
-I -.111,11111, li,11-

Engineering Dept. ,Lorrie
Receives Grant

Classification:

a.

"Are we going to make a stronger IDC or are we just going to sit
every week and talk?"
This question, asked by InterDorm Council President Rick
Shifter, dominated the first regular I
meeting this semester of the IDC
Wednesday night.
The general feeling among the
(officers rind representalist’s of the
11)C, the main coordinating lenIS
ssa::
5.15
of the
.1:1T111:i
that the
il,l
lin’ ill 1,..1111 oll1111,111.,
‘.1-1 Li!, 1,,
ittillo

’ students WILL THE STUDENT who witnessed an
h
I
May 13. 1964 at 1010
’,once. 295.
c r d,ease contact Charles Del
_
APPR PM
BD.
women Or MIS Grand- 74!,-7330.
Y.W.
I 1.h 795.7174._
SERVICES 18)
56 LINC PREM.
under
F Utag AP I S
’2 00015 f’" AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chr
mar. Apt Bailey 286.5386, 449 W. San Carlos.
FOR SALE (3)
TV’s FOR RENT - Special student
ROOMMATE NEEDED
sksre .W1;1 rates, $800 per month. Call after 4
’
CONTEMP. HOUSE 377 2935
795.8437.
C
NEED ROOMMATE - Girl
or i? TYPING - All kinds. reasonable. Pick.
t , ; ;mg, freeway. 3 bed(
’ 78 3179 ’ff.’ 5
.(r) and deliver. 294 1772. 9 a.m.-6 p.m
; room, front and 6. .
1.(l.,E HOUSE r rent. 7 bedroce. TYPING - Edit, correct. convenient.
watelfo’l. reo..f.lt light, mac.5, copy. Eyes 298 0168.
etc. Electric kitchen. garbage ri
ri-.5wnsher, drapes h ,dw..gd
NEEL( GIRL ROOMMATE ,
BEAUTY COUNSELOR reptesenrato,
75; ,
GI, or re,
a I.. s. ’H.S
230 San Salvador. Apt.
. - 795 7’61
TWO Art CodaR ACTS
ne,tp
TICKETS FOR -ANTIGONE
’,ee Carolyn
Ire piece en ad:
Call at Classified Ada.
lull)’, I’PR ’YEE) HOUSING
Flo,
A $11,000 graduate training felJ206, 1:30-3:30
near SJS
lowship has been awarded to the
Send in handy order blank
.’ ;635.
- Enclosed cash or check
YASH1CA Yl.
SJS Civil Engineering Department
share unappr
S. 7111,
by the U.S. Public Health, EducaNo phone orders
tion and Welfare’s Division of
Water Supply and Pollution.
The grant is an addition to the
initial $9,800 grant received last
year for two students. The same
graduate students will benefit from
this grant which covers their tui’To buy, sell, rent, or anCLASSIFIED RATES
tion, cost of texts and research
nounce anything, just fill out
equipment and a stipend.
Minimum
On. time
Three times
Five times
and clip this handy order
Two tines
50c a lints
25c a tine
20c a line
One tins.
blank. Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS, J206,
2 lines $1.00
$1.50
$2.00
San Jose State College, Son
TODAY:
3 lines
3.00
1.50
2.25
Jose 14, Calif.
SANGIIA, 1:30 p.m., PER152,
Check a

Photo rxhibition Now In Library
The photos Were taken 1.).
tIsk Genera\
is Owl,. exhibit current- j American photographer Ted Itus11111
sell while he Was touring Ger
lv on display thaough lit 15 sit
I many earlier I los year.
,t,,
Library.
15.,/13 !AVM 11,33 III! 10.91! Ile OH !IP

Fourth and Julian - Next to Burger Bar
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How God Speaks to Men
"In many separate revelations - each of which set forth a portion
of the Truth - and in different ways God spoke of old to our fathers
in and by the prophets. But in the last of these days He has spoken to
Ls in the Person of a Son, Whom He appointed Heir and lawful Owner
of all things, also by and through Whom He created the worlds and the
reaches of space and the ages of time - that is. He made, produced.
built and arranged them in order. He is the sole expression of the glory
of God - the Light -being, the outraying of the divine - and He is the
perfect imprint and very image of God’s nature, upholding and maintaining and guiding and prupelling the universe by His mighty word of
power. When He had by offering Himself accomplished our cleansing
of sins and riddance of guilt. He sat down at the right hand of the
divine Majesty on high." (Hebrews I:1-3).
As noted. before Jesus Christ came to this earth God spoke to men
through the prophets and patriarchs of Israel. This Old Testament way
at speaking to men has now been set aside. God speaks to the erased
age only In and through the Lord Jesus Christ, Who is, in tact the very
image of the invisible God. these "last days" have extended over the
past 2.000 years of history, and will culminate with the return of the
Lord Jesus Christ.
It is vitally important that men today understand the revelation of
Himself which God has made in the Person of Jesus Christ. To ignore
Jests Christ is to ignore the only avenue opened between God and man:
"that is, God was in Christ reconciling the world to Himself, not counting their trespasses against them, and entrusting to us the ministry of
reconciliation. So We are ambassadors for Christ, God making His appeal
through us We beseech you on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God
For our sake He made Him to be sin who knew no sin, so that in Him
we might become the righteousness of God." (2 Corinthians 5:19.21.)
Jesus Christ is met and known by millions today, as He has been
over the centuries. These all testify, as did the Apostle Paul, "For we
ourselves were once foolish, disobedient, led astray, slaves to various
passions and pleasures, passing our days in malice and envy, hated by
men and hating one another: but when the goodness and loving kind
ness of God our Savior appeared, he saved us, not because of deeds
dyne in righteousness. but in virtue of His own mercy, by the washing
of regeneration and renewal of the Holy Spirit which He poured out
upon us richly through Jesus Christ our Savior, so that we might be
justified by His grace and become heirs in hope of eternal life." (Titus
3.3-71
Is God speaking to you about your own needs and spiritual condition? Is God calling you to Himself, urging you to seek His forgiveness
and love? Those who have received Jesus Christ have been joined to
Him in a new and permanent relationship of love and life. No strings
attached. He stands ready to meet you today, if only you are willing
Won’t you let the Lord Jesus Christ be your all in all?
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